Portsdown Post
May – August 2019

Message from the Chairman
We are now well into 2019 and what a busy one it has been so far. First of all,
subscriptions for The Third Age Matters magazine were on the agenda from the first
General Meeting and needed to be wrapped-up in the first couple of months. Getting the
membership renewals in is a hard slog, so this year we started in January, so the many
and varied reasons members are faced with do not hinder their ability to pay by 31st
March - cheques to Group Leaders, with money and cheques to Julie, the Membership
Secretary at General Meetings. Julie also visited groups, when she could, to make the
process easier. Whilst all that is taking place the Treasurer, Tony, is doing a sterling job
collecting in the money and getting the end of year finances ready for both the auditor and
the capitation fee, paid by each member to the National Office through the Annual Return;
this is required by the end of April each year.
So thanks are in order to both Julie and Tony for their supreme efforts in keeping the
whole system flowing without a hitch and whose stalwart volunteers of Chris, Maggie and
Christine who gave their willing support, every month, at this very busy time.
Since last October’s Open Afternoon there have been a significant number of new
members joining Portsdown U3A on a regular monthly basis – both men and women. You
are all most welcome. In most cases they already have one or more groups that they want
to join, so if any of you feel you would like to know more about leading a group then please
come and talk to someone on the committee. A new member, Glennis , has started up a
new group – the Ukulele, it is proving to be very popular. Also, another new group –
Sparklers, a singing group has its first meeting in the afternoon on 20th May at The Church
of the Resurrection. Thanks Liz.
There is going to be an Afternoon Tea at the Cosham Baptist Church on the 22nd
May so all the new members can meet up, socialise, and get to know each other, with
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some Committee members and Group Leaders there to answer questions. Also on 10th
July there will be a Coffee Morning at Cosham Baptist Church for both new and existing
members to meet up and socialise. Hopefully some Group Leaders as well.
It is my sad duty to announce the passing away of two members since the New Year.
Vivienne Morris had only been a member for about 5 months when she passed away in
February 2018. We sent a condolence card from the membership. The second member
was Beryl Fowler, who had been a member for the last 5½ years. Beryl had been an active
member belonging to the Computer and iPad groups, also a walker with the Stragglers. A
lovely lady, who will be missed by all who knew her. There was a floral tribute and
condolence card from the membership, with 13 members from Portsdown U3A attending
her funeral on 3rd May at Portchester Crematorium.
To change the mood I would like to give my personal thanks to Joyce, Group leader
of both Computer groups and our Group Coordinator, on behalf of the membership for
arranging the very informative Privacy talks and the 5 week Libra Office computer course
with Highbury College. I know members have found the talks very enlightening. Also I
would like to extend my personal thanks to all Group Leaders and their deputies for their
untiring efforts in delivering their chosen subjects, without you Portsdown U3A would not
be the place of learning it is today.
Linda

Creative Art Group
We now have a full complement of
members and have been looking at various
styles of art and artists and experimenting with
the fundamentals of observation, imagination
and memory.
Referring to Synthesis and the work
associated with Kandinsky and Gauguin whilst
listening to a selection of sounds and music,
images were produced by blending the ideas of
rhythm and colour.
We have experimented with paper cutting
and collage, self portraits and still life and,
undaunted by Haiku the traditional 3 line
poems, the group created their own and also 6
word stories which they illustrated, referring to
the Japanese influence on 19th century
Western art the group was inspired to produce
some figurative drawings.
We are looking forward to enhancing our
skills in drawing and painting and more
experimenting in simple mono printing and
small scale 3D clay sculpture all inspired
perhaps by the work of artists, poets and
musicians.
Pat O’Mahoney
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Mahjong 1
We continue to meet fortnightly on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday **of each month in the
homes of our two stalwart hostesses, Ann and Rita. They very kindly provide not just a
pleasant venue with comfortable chairs, but also refreshments! For all this, and their
friendly welcome, we thank them very much indeed. ** Now that the summer nights are
upon us, we have returned to meeting in the evenings, for the summer term.
March 2019 marked a new Portsdown record for the highest score ever! Viv, who’s a
long-term member, beat the previous record by getting over 7,000 points! (We gave up
counting after that!) Mahjong is a strange game where your score can be doubled again
and again, if you collect suitable ‘tiles’ (these are like small dominoes, which are played
like cards in other games). Well done, Viv!! A fitting valediction, as she is heading for
American pastures new in the near future. We wish her well and will miss her...
Christine London

Dining Group
Over the past few months we have re-visited some of our favourite restaurants,
Nobel House (Chinese), Bella Calabria (Italian) and The Ship and Castle (the good old
British Pub). The old White Horse has been taken over by Brewhouse and Kitchen and
has been totally refurbished and with a new menu which I am told was delicious as I did
not attend myself (having wrecked my body!!)
We have discovered a new venue for the Sunday Roast Club, The George Hotel in
Queen Street. From the outside this historical pub does not look prepossessing but once
inside it really does have the charm of what you would expect including an underground
well which is visible from the bar area, albeit covered by glass! They have an extensive
menu but most of us opted for their roasts, which were delicious and with a plentiful
selection of vegetables, so much so that “doggy bags” should be included on the menu.
The Dining Group is becoming a hit with everyone so much so that we have had to
introduce a waiting list as quite a few restaurants cannot accommodate us all. Maybe there
is someone out there who would like set up a Dining Group 2?
Vivienne Grigson

Stragglers Walking Group
We continue to enjoy our leisurely strolls on
alternate Fridays. We meet at 11.00 am for a walk of
between 1 and 1½ miles taken at a relaxed pace on
flat terrain.
We have
recently walked at
Southsea sea
front, Port Solent,
Hilsea, Fareham and Langstone and you can find our
Summer Program on the Portsdown U3A website
under Groups – Stragglers – walks.
We are a friendly group and welcome new
members.
Mary Chappell
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Strollers Walking Group
This season started off on 4th January at Farlington Marshes
– Bernard took us across the centre of the area, introducing us to
the wildlife available at that time of the year. When we arrived at
Langstone Harbour (picture on right) the sun was glistening off the
water. A beautiful day for walking.
The last walk of the season took us to the Bluebell Wood at
Clanfield on 26th April (pictures below left and centre). Again, a
lovely day for a gorgeous walk even though there is the slow long
incline before we can immerse ourselves in blankets of blue – it
was peak time to be there this year – great – downhill on the way
back!! In between, we walked from Pier-to-Pier in Southsea;
around the Titchfield area starting at Thatcher’s Copse; a short
walk through Stanstead Park (picture below right) and many more, but no stiles. We seem
to be blessed with good weather on Fridays - no walks had to be cancelled.

Our walks are usually 2½ to 3 miles across easy terrain, with normally very few, if
any, inclines. The walks culminate with lunch, this is optional, but most people over a
season join the enthusiastic eaters. We are an extremely social group both on the walk
and at lunch. We make new members very welcome and can provide lifts for those who
need them. We walk every alternate Friday, weather permitting. The winter/spring season
started on Friday 4th January. Walks are listed in Groups under Strollers – see website
for details.
Please use the following contact if interested and someone will be in touch –
Email: contact@portsdownu3a.org.uk
Linda Hugo-Vieten

Craft Group
January 2019 – Led by Val, this session was an intriguing one – Box Folding. This
session was brought back from a craft session on a recent cruise. Using redundant
Christmas cards and making sure they are changed to a square shape, you use the front
of the card for the top of the box and back outer side becomes the bottom of the box. Once
the members got to grips with the folding/cutting aspects and the card wasn’t too stiff they
produced a number of boxes each which could be used for a - small table present, small
pieces of jewellery e.g. earrings, special chocolate, etc. Some absolutely beautiful boxes
were created.
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February 2019 – Chris was our leader and
the session focused on Book Folding. This is
where the crafter took a paperback book and
using various implements, eg plastic store card,
to fold the pages in on themselves giving the
page a very crisp, sharp edge. All pages were
folded in this way; the bottom was then shaped
turning the folded book into a Hedgehog, which
becomes a letter, form, card, etc. tidy. Some
members turned theirs into mice – all book folding was decorated with eyes, nose and
bows, etc. - a very useful item to my home’s needs.
March 2019 – Felt baskets for Easter Pam led this session
and brought the felt needed to complete the craft; plus a shop bought
one so we could see what the end product was supposed to look like.
The members were making them for grandchildren, friends, etc – so
they fill it with something special for Easter Sunday. Cutting out the
grass and sewing all the pieces together was quite challenging for
some with others finding it easy. All the finished baskets look very
festive.
April 2019 - The Craft group enjoyed
another session led by Amy from Highbury College. The focus was
Brush Calligraphy. This was our second session on this subject
and the entire membership found it challenging but rewarding. Amy
supplied all the equipment and examples of Brush Calligraphy for
us to work from. Easter eggs at the break helped us all enjoy the
session.

Programme for the rest of 2019
5 June
Star Making
3 July
Personalised Notebook
August
No Meeting this Month
4 September Paper Folding – Christmas Tree
2 October
Card Making – Teabag Folding
6 November Card Making – Iris Folding
4 December Christmas Bauble Decoration

Lavinia
Chris H
Sue D
Chris H
Joyce
Sue D

Charitable Activity
We are continuing, at this
present time, with our current
charitable project which is knitting
blanket squares for the Veterans
Outreach Support programme. The
ladies have risen to this opportunity to
assist those who are less fortunate
than themselves. Their output has
been phenomenal throughout 2018
and we are going to continue for the
foreseeable future and we will look
round at who else we can help. The
quantity and quality of the knitting that
is given at each meeting is remarkable. Pam forwards the squares to the people
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concerned. A lady in the charity’s organisation does a remarkable job sewing them all
together as you can see from the image. Portsdown U3A has now contributed enough
squares to complete five blankets measuring 70in x100ins for the veterans. Keep up the
good work ladies.

General Information
The Craft group meets in Cosham Baptist Church on the 1st Wednesday of the
month between 2 - 4 pm in the Front Hall which is situated on the ground floor. The room
and building is accessible to all. Future activities will include a variety of different crafts,
such as, festive decorations, calligraphy and card making with either group members or
guest crafters leading the sessions. There are currently spaces available in the group and
we would welcome new members irrespective of ability.
If you feel you would be able to lead a session but not necessarily have the time to
commit each month please contact the group leader in the usual way. You would be most
welcome.
Please use the following contact if interested and someone will be in touch – Linda
Email: contact@portsdownu3a.org.uk
Linda Hugo-Vieten

Book Group
January 2019 - Instructions for a Heatwave by Maggie O’Farrell
The title seems to be a misnomer, as the heatwave of 1976 does
not figure in the storyline in a significant way, there is a level of
oppressiveness at the start but it soon peters out. The father
disappears at the start of the story whilst out getting a newspaper. His
wife is devastated; he then disappears from both the family and the
story until his reappearance at the end. Does this add mystery to the
novel or is it a non-event? The three siblings are confused and worried
about their father’s behaviour. The characterisations of the four
remaining family members are believable and weaved into the fabric of
the story but some of the book group could not empathise with any of the characters. This
is a family drama that you either thoroughly enjoy or you are left wondering why the others
like it so much. Very mixed reviews from the group. Awarded 6·5

February 2019 - Lucky Us by Amy Bloom
This was the story of a dysfunctional pair of half-sisters and their
adventures in 1930/40s America. The two girls develop a deep
friendship which led to love; they cheated and loved their way through
war and big dreams. The writing jumped around in form and time which
made it a very unsatisfying read. Some found it hard to empathise with
the characters; they subsequently didn't bother to finish the books. As
you can see by the overall grade they didn’t feel they could recommend
this book. Awarded 3·5
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March 2019 - Us by David Nicholls
The story is at the end of a long marriage, during a make or break
trip across Europe (like the origial Grand Tour of the 19th C), as written
by the husband. This meant the man was sympathetically portrayed and
the wife less so. They were a dysfunctional family whose only child, a
son, is a very mixed-up individual – a typical teenager - at loggerheads
with his scientist father and in tune with his mother’s artistic interests.
Some felt the mother had no redeeming features including her overindulgence of her son. There was humour, some pathos and as the
writing unfolds the twists and turns make an engrossing read for some. If
you like David Nicholls' style this maybe for you but overall some found it
disappointing. Awarded 5·5

April 2019 – The Garden of Evening Mists by Tan Twan Eng
The novel is set in Malaysia initially in the early 1950s. The
protagonist of The Garden is the judge Teoh Yun Ling, who was a
prisoner of the Japanese during World War II, joined the legal profession
and then later served as an apprentice to a Japanese gardener. The
story weaved back and forth so the reader was aware of the back story of
family, friends, colleagues etc. The storyline had many genres weaved
into one, historical – WW2 the Japanese occupation with concentration
camp/s, war criminals, communist uprising along with different cultural
aspects of the Malaysians, Chinese and Japanese in their attitudes to family, etc – several
books in one. This book had a mixed reception from depressing and very complicated to a
calm atmospheric and beautiful book that was easy to read. You will need to find out for
yourself. Awarded 7
Shirley Russell

Genealogy Group
January We enjoyed our “Christmas” buffet.
February Elaine gave a presentation about her great uncles in WW1.
March
Chris gave a talk about his trip to the National Archives for the Guild of One
Name Studies event which included Manorial documents, 1939 Register,
Medical care sheets, Pauper letter project etc. It was absolutely fascinating and
I think many of us wished we’d gone. Some of the group explained about
producing family trees from genealogy software. Some PDF Certificates were
brought so others could see what they would receive when they order them via
the GRO trial.
April
Following last month’s discussions about producing family trees using
computers, Tony kindly agreed to give us a more in depth talk. We learnt about
Elizabeth’s search for one of her “brick walls”. Details were given for our
forthcoming visit to Highland Road Cemetery.
May
We had a presentation from Linda about Lantern slides and films. Another
interesting talk showing the many connections to the film industry and we were
able to see a beautiful example of a lantern slide.
We look forward to:
Sunday visits to Highland Road Cemetery in June and July.
At the July meeting we will be having a talk called “What’s in a Name”
Vivien Walters
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Local History Group
Well, a new year and, in general, the Group continues to thrive, membership now
stands at 21 and new members are very welcome. Meetings are at The Church of The
Resurrection, at 10am, on the first Friday of the month. These monthly meetings will
continue to be a forum for discussion of any aspect of local and not so local history, with a
modicum of nostalgia as well, it must be admitted.
The new year did seem to start off relatively quietly as the first two meetings were ‘in
house’ affairs. There was a presentation on the Temperance Movement in Portsmouth in
the late 19th century, and a discussion on the fact that this went against the established
view of historians that the Temperance Movement was a northern phenomenon that had
run its course by 1870. Also, prompted by a book review in the national U3A magazine,
there was a discussion as to whether the 1970s were as bleak as many recall; or were
considerably more upbeat. The consensus at the end of the debate seemed to be that
one’s view was dependent on the stage of your life you were at during the 1970s. It
seemed that the younger you were the better your memories of the decade. Possibly the
highlight of the first couple of months was the Group’s ‘Christmas Dinner’, at The
Brookfield. Not a turkey in sight!
As mentioned in the last newsletter, in March Andrew Negus returned to present his
third talk in his series on the history of Portsmouth. This again proved very popular, and
entertaining. Moves are afoot to invite Andrew back to present his final talk in the series;
that will bring the story up to date. This will no doubt be provoking considerable nostalgia
in anyone who has lived in Portsmouth for any length of time. When a date has been
finalised the talk will again be opened up to other members of Portsdown U3A; though
again tickets will be limited due to restricting numbers for health and safety reasons.
In April we decanted to Gosport, to view an exhibition of work by Gosport artist Martin
Snape. The subjects of most of the paintings were of considerable historical interest;
depicting as they did parts of both Gosport and Portsmouth as they were between the late
19th century and the 1920s. The older parts of the two towns, with narrow, winding,
Dickensian streets; before Herr Goering’s demolition firm, otherwise known as the
Luftwaffe, and decades of post war town ‘planning’ changed the architectural face of the
historical hearts of them both.
At the start of May we welcomed Paul Fenwick, who presented a talk on the
Anglo/Zulu war of 1879. It was interesting to note that, as far as I could see, no one fell
asleep. Possibly this was due to the fact that Paul had brought along not only a
contemporary rifle and bayonet, but also a Zulu assegai (a spear)! The talk was certainly
interesting, and who knew that a soldier who fought at Rourke’s Drift had, in his later
years, lived in Farlington and is buried in the Churchyard just over Portsdown Hill, opposite
‘The George’ pub.
In June we have Janet Hird coming to give us a talk on Cosham and Wymering.
While in July we are banking on good weather, as we are planning to undertake a
historical walk around Old Bedhampton; at least in part in the footsteps of John Keats.
So, if any aspect of Local History interests you, or you feel that you may want to find
out more, please come along to one of our meetings, and give it, and us, a try! We look
forward to greeting you.
Steve Doe
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Buildings Appreciation Group
It was with some sadness that we learned recently of the passing of Beryl Fowler,
who was a group member for a short time, but whose interest was appreciated.
We have continued with our study of Norman architecture, looking at various aspects
of their many castles in England, aided by the group members’ enthusiastic researches.
Shirley even went so far as to visit an actual castle whilst on holiday!
We have now moved on to look at Norman cathedrals in England. However, before
we embarked on this, we took advantage of the fact that our meeting room is adjacent to
the Ss Peter and Paul church at Wymering. We had a conducted tour of the building to
familiarise ourselves with the architectural terms relating to ecclesiastic buildings. Our
thanks to Jill for this.
So far, we have looked at Norman aspects of the cathedrals at Ely, Exeter, Lincoln
and Peterborough. Next month, we will hear about Chelmsford, Hereford, and St Albans.
Of course, there are several more, so that should see us through the summer term! My
thanks to everyone who ‘volunteered’ to take on these studies.
With the Travel Group, in mid-May, we are going to walk around Old Portsmouth,
guided by Andrew Negus, and in June we will all be going to Eltham Palace which has a
medieval castle and a house with a fabulous Art Deco interior. In July the Buildings
Appreciation group will be going to Chichester Cathedral for a specialised Architecture
Tour. We are also privileged that the Clerk of Works has agreed to take time out from the
restorations to come and talk to us about his work. Later in the year, we hope to visit a
maker of stained glass in Southsea and possibly the stone masons at Winchester
cathedral.
Thanks to my group members for their enthusiasm, and for helping to organise our
activities. Also, thanks to Lesley and Shirley for calmly and efficiently providing
refreshments, thus freeing me to chair the meetings in a slightly less disorganised manner!
Christine London

iPad Support Group
Following on from the lectures at Highbury, the session for the support group looked
at measures that users of the iPad could implement to protect their privacy.
Two simple measures are to use the Firefox app as a web browser and “Duck Duck
Go” as a search engine.
The next meeting will be in June.
Joyce Wilkinson

ART APPRECIATION GROUP
In April the Group looked at 20th century Iconic Photographs. This subject was
chosen in advance by a member of the group who then introduced the topic at the
meeting.
This topic raised the question of whether photographs are art and also what is meant
by ‘iconic’ was discussed by the group. It was agreed that photography nowadays is
acknowledged as an art form with some photographers recognised as artists. Their work
has produced images which stay in the mind and represent well-recognised topics and
eras. These photographs have become known as ‘iconic’.
Interesting and varied examples were chosen by the group. Among the choices was
a photograph of Princess Diana on her own on a bench at the front of the Taj Mahal and a
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staged photograph of the Beatles having a pillow fight. Unfortunately most of the images
discussed cannot be reproduced here without paying royalties.
This eye catching image needs no
introduction as it is the most well known of
the BBC test cards. This one was produced
and used in 1967. This, to me, is an icon
because as well as looking very British, it is
a nostalgic image of the 60s. It is designed
and coloured to technical specifications
which makes a striking image but is it art?
Probably not but it is a nice bit of nostalgia!
Carol Evans

Computer Group
This term the computer group was contacted by a lecturer at Highbury College
Cosham & offered free lectures about ‘Data privacy’ and ‘protecting your privacy on line’.
These lectures were offered to all the membership and the response was excellent with
over 50 people attending each lecture. Everyone found them useful and interesting.
Tony the tutor for our computer group ‘road tested’ all the recommendations from the
lectures. The computer group followed up the lectures, with looking at each of the ‘privacy’
measures that could be implemented. This information is on the web site under computer
group - “Tony’s Tec.” Everyone needs to assess their own level of risk and decide for
themselves what they what to implement.
It was useful to learn that every time you use Google your searches are tracked and
this information is sold on.
The next few sessions until August will be continuing helping members with privacy,
looking at different programs and generally helping with any problems or queries.
Following on from these lectures and offered to members of our U3A, the college is
now running sessions on Libra Office (this is a free download software programme similar
to Microsoft office suite). It contains all the elements of ‘Office but gives them different
names eg “Word” is known as “Writer”. These weekly sessions will go through all elements
of Libra Office and because it is a free download programme people have the consistency
of working on the same programme at home as at College.
This course is now full.
Joyce Wilkinson

Photography Group
Our photography group has grown to 20 members which is the maximum we can
accommodate in our homes so we have reintroduced the waiting list. If the level of interest
in joining the photography group continues to increase we will need to set up an additional
group.
Our activities in the past few months have included the chosen photo topic “circles”
which produced some interesting pictures as shown below:
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(The yellow lines have been painted on the walls – no photo editing here!!)
Our “street photography” topic tested our nerve when photographing members of the
public as for some people this can be outside their comfort zone. Some results are shown
below:

Other topics covered this period have included “history”, “bridges” and our latest
subject “obsession” which produced some surprises with quite diverse passions and
interests displayed. This subject has helped us to get to know each other a little better.

We have enjoyed good social events when combining these with a photo shoot at
Rowlands Castle, Langstone Harbour and Titchfield Abbey (although the Abbey was
closed despite contrary advice on the Web – hence a longer visit to the local café).
Our photography group gallery on the website is regularly updated and demonstrates
the improving skills of our members.
You can view the Photography group gallery by using the link below:

http://www.portsdownu3a.org.uk/photography-group/
Tony Paul
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Words of wisdom from the Philosophy Group
Philosophy and politics (our most recent topic):




One of the penalties for refusing to participate in politics is that you end up being
governed by your inferiors (Plato).
Politics have no relation to morals (Machiavelli).
If anything is certain, it is that I myself am not a Marxist (Marx).

Philosophy and language (our forthcoming topic):




Speech was given to man to disguise his thoughts (Charles Maurice de Talleyrand).
“When I use a word”, Humpty Dumpty said in rather a scornful tone, “it means just what
I choose it to mean -- neither more nor less” (Lewis Carroll).
Britain and America are two nations divided by a common language (Attributed to
George Bernard Shaw, though not found in any of his published writings).
Perhaps some of the above may give food for thought!

Diana Warren

Meetings in the Coming few Months
Unless otherwise stated, all General Meetings will be on Wednesdays at the Cosham
Baptist Church (48 Havant Road PO6 2QZ) starting at 1400 (2 pm) and will include a talk
by the speakers and on the subjects named below.
June 19

Bee Hancox*

Africa Organics (Sustainable Farming)

July 17

Andrew Negus

Salisbury Part 3

August

No Meeting

September 18

Prof Mike Whittle

Sky Lab; Science of Space

October 16

Christine Ames

A Glimpse through the door of № 10

November 20

AGM followed by
Marion Emery

Reflections and 5-piece Walnut Bedroom Suite

December 18

(A story of an eccentric upbringing)

End of Year Party

* Bee Hancox will be speaking instead of Sandy Wansbury, announced previously.
Peter Smith, Speakers Secretary
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